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Toronto biggest, best and most beloved vegan festival is back for it's 39th year


learn more! 







Toronto’s biggest, best 
and most beloved veg fest is back.

LEARN MORE!







VegTO is a registered non-profit and your go-to resource for all things vegan. We advocate for people, planet and positive plant-centred living.

what we do
GET INVOLVED





what's new



Vegan Travel: South Korea

February 23, 2024
Sarah Fay


Five tips for travelling as a vegan to Korea.

read more









how you can get involved






Help us advocate for people, planet and positive plant centred living.
donate



Enjoy perks of a VegTO membership; from do-gooding to discounts!
join us



Take a food adventure with our Toronto Veg Guide.
VIEW GUIDE










Find out what's new in Toronto's world of veg.

Upcoming events
Submit your vegan inspired event to our shared community listings and get the vegheads of Toronto together!

Submit Yours


community events





follow along






























VegTO is on the traditional territory of many nations, including the Mississaugas of the Credit, the Anishnabeg, the Chippewa, the Haudenosaunee and the Wendat peoples and is now home to many diverse First Nations, Inuit and Métis peoples. We also acknowledge that Toronto is covered by Treaty 13 with the Mississaugas of the Credit.
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Stay in the know

Get the latest vegan news, the scoop on local restaurants and businesses, VegTO updates, and more - right to your inbox.
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